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Off the Ribbon

It’s summer again—the soft, swollen heat of an over-cooked California radiates out
of everything, everywhere. It comes from above or below or sideways or from the in-
side of mason jars—I can’t tell, and it doesn’t matter. The East Bay is a furnace, and
I’m starting to brown.

It reminds me that there’s a place to visit that isn’t a furnace—a place I love, and
haven’t visited in a while.

This time though, it’s different. I’ve grown or changed or evolved—or maybe I’ve just
given in to my knee, which is always going to be broken, now and forever and ever.
Knee allows me to do most things just fine but, but it refuses when I try to walk from
dawn to dusk in the mountains, and it says Fine, but you’re not bending your right leg. And
I’ve done that, and I’ve not bent my right leg—I didn’t bend my right leg for 58 miles
last year—but I like bending my right leg, and why can’t my body just get along?

So we had a talk, Knee and I, and we agreed: We’re not just going to pile on the trail
miles anymore, because it’s not fair to Knee (or even Other Knee, but Other Knee has
a pretty good attitude, and never complains much, and Knee acts like he doesn’t get
why Other Knee has won Knee of the Year for the past four years, but I know it’s just an
act and I know Knee understands why and someday maybe he’ll stop being such a
prima donna, and then his mantle won’t be so empty). We’re going to do things a little
differently; we’re going to go off trail. It’s going to be slower, because there will be
hopping and scrambling and wrong turns and huffing up non-graded slopes; Brain is
going to have to help out, to figure out where to go. And Hands, who haven’t had to
do mu—

“Fucking free-loaders, Hands,” Knee interjects.

Well, Hands are going to have to help, too.

We’re going to go off the trail, and everyone is going to have to help.
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And I don’t really know how it goes. I haven’t done it before. I’ve scrambled up peaks
here and there, but that’s kind of the easy part; that’s just hopping over talus and
heading towards the obvious thing that’s obvious, because it’s a mountain, and it’s
right in front of you.

This is different, because it’s mile after mile of off-trail walking and scrambling, above
the treeline, below the treeline, along the treeline. I think you just look at your maps
and compass, and you look around, and it all makes sense. I think that’s how it works.
Or maybe it’s harder than that? But the arrogant part of me speaks up, and it says: I
can fly an airplane in instrument conditions, I can walk through the woods, right?

It’s also a we, not a me, and that’s another difference. Friend and co-worker Andy is
going to join me.

“I want to suffer,” Andy said. I mean, he used completely different words than that.
But when he spoke, that’s what I heard, and I nodded.

“That’s good. We can do that.”

But it’s really not going to be a suffer-fest. We’re not piling on insane mileage, or
trying to set some heroic speed record. It is going to be an adventure, and it might
even be fun while we’re doing it. And it’s growth, too; I’m venturing outside my com-
fort zone, liberating myself from the sticky ribbon that I’ve been glued to for too
many years. And Andy’s going outside his comfort zone, in more ways than I can list.
I shall only point out that he’s only been backpacking twice, and has never stood atop
a high Sierra pass.

Our plan is to follow the Sierra High Route out of Road’s End, and in Upper Basin,
after about 30 miles, to turn south and join the JMT/PCT. We’ll follow that over Pin-
chot Pass, then either take a short-cut back to Road’s End via Paradise Valley, or take a
long-cut past Rae Lakes and over Glen Pass.

The Sierra High Route was the brainchild of noted Sierra alpinist Steve Roper. In the
1980s, he published a guidebook that describes the route. Sometimes the route is
along a trail, and sometimes it’s not, but when it’s not, it’s definitely passable, because
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many have hiked the entire route. So we’re going to hike the first part of the route,
and see how it goes; see if we’re cut out for this kind of thing.

I agonize over satellite imagery, trying to decide where there’s snow, and where there’s
not snow. I’m only really worried about Frozen Lake Pass, because that’s the crux of
the whole off-trail part. Roper calls it the most difficult part of the entire Sierra High
Route: “You’re going to die and leave your pregnant wives as widows and your sons
will be fatherless,” he basically says in his guide book.

I try to figure out how slow we’ll go on the off-trail sections, so we can plan how long
it will take us to do the loop. I look at prior hikes that I did that have off-trail sections,
and read the engravings of internet ghosts from across the internet. In the end, I toss
my hands into the air: "It is what it is," I say to myself, because that’s the perfect thing
to say when you want to give up on a decision without sounding defeatist.

We give ourselves three days to cover the 65-75 miles, and we don't ask questions.

We pare down our gear lists. We want to go light, because there’s no reason to go
heavy—it’s going to be a quickie, and I’d rather be comfortable while we’re hiking
than comfortable while we’re not. Andy’s okay with that; there’s a defining moment
when Andy has his boxers on a jewelers’ scale in my kitchen. It’s a moment where he’s
in someone else’s kitchen, and his underwear is on a jeweler’s scale, and he looks
inward in this moment at it’s ridiculousness with underwear being measured to sub-
gram precision: He’s probably going to ask me to tear the tags out of my underwear because they
weigh something and I just thought it might be fun to go for a hike, but now there’s all this weighing
the underwear business, and we’re just getting started so who knows what’s next?

But he reads the weight off the scale to the nearest 0.1 g, and I enter it in a spread-
sheet, and that’s when I know, or I sort of know, that this is probably going to go
okay. It’s not going to be a thing where we talk about gear and agree on what to bring,
but he shows up with a 35 lb pack for a three day trip, and I tug him along through
the mountains, like a broken, stubborn donkey.
_______________
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LEGEND:
(1) Roads End
(2) Grouse lake Pass
(3) Glacier Lakes
(4) Horseshoes Lakes

(5) White Pass
(6) Marion Lake
(7) Frozen Lake Pass
(8) Upper Basin

(9) South Fork Kings Crossing
(10) Pinchot Pass
(11) Woods Creek Crossing
(12) Paradise Valley
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And then it’s go time, and we start early, because all good adventures start early. I drive
to Andy’s house, arriving at 2:15 AM. The goal is to get to the permit station at 7:00
AM when they open, so we’ll have as much daylight as possible on the first day.

The forecast is hot, and I’ve had chafing problems recently, so before we leave, I apply
a generous schmear of vaseline to my nether regions. The schmear is a little too gen-
erous; it soaks through my pants and creates an attractive oil slick on my rear. This
annoys me; I don’t even want to be wearing pants, I want to wear running shorts, but I
got stupid poison oak all over my legs and now I don’t want to rub DEET on top of
my blistering rashy sores, because DEET is a neurotoxin, and I’m not the tin-foil hat
type who will tell you that DEET is going to kill you, but I know that you probably
shouldn’t rub it right into your bloodstream.

We’re on the road by 2:30 AM. Four espresso shots keep me awake on the drive. The
central valley is dark, which is one of the best ways to view the central valley.

We chat about politics: Hillary, Trump. I suggest that we should take a list of all the
governors, and sort them by how “good” they are, then pick one in the middle for our
next president. Ironically, two days later, this appears to have been how Trump chose
his running mate.

It’s a little weird to have company on this drive. Typically, this is when I’d start weigh-
ing the rationality of what I’m about to do versus the certainty of soft, fun, bubbly
comforts at home. I’d come up with all sorts of reasonable excuses that would justify
cutting the trip short, or abandoning it altogether. But there’s two of us, so it’s differ-
ent; we’re committed. There’s no solo-backpacker existential crisis to stave off.

Soon we’re in Fresno, and a little while later, Squaw Valley. We stop for gas, and out-
houses. Andy skipped coffee this morning, and was hoping to get a cup along the
drive, but so far, all of the gas stations have been closed.

We pass through Kings Canyon National Park entrance gates, which aren’t staffed at
this hour.

PAY ON EXIT, the sign says.
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I know that when we exit, there will be a sign that will tell us to continue without
stopping. There are few places I’d more happily give money to than SEKI. Maybe I
should donate, or something. That’s it: If we don’t die on Frozen Lake Pass, I’ll donate.

As we begin the descent to the South Fork Kings, evidence of the Rough Fire begins
to appear. I haven’t driven along this stretch since the fire, which erupted last Septem-
ber. As with the Rim Fire, the landscape left behind is not a scorched-earth, barren
wasteland—there’s plenty of evidence of new life growing around the charred re-
mains of the wooded hillsides. Unfortunately, the last potential coffee stop—the
Kings Canyon Lodge—also fell victim to the Rough Fire, and the only new life grow-
ing around it is a sign inviting us to contribute to a gofundme.com page for the lodge.

We stop at Junction View to gaze up the gorges of the Middle and South Fork Kings.
I point out the two gorges, and explain that we’ll be in one drainage, then the other,
then the first again. We’ll never get down to the Middle Fork, but we’ll dance on the
crest above it for some 20 miles.

We follow highway 180 as it winds its way down to the bottom of the gorge, meeting
the South Fork Kings at 3,000 feet. The descent is spectacular; it always is. Andy is
seeing this for the first time. I wonder if it will light the fire that in him lit in me—a
passion for the Sierra that is not quite explainable through words and logic. Rocks,
trees, grass, water—that’s all it is—but it’s also elusive and historic and romantic.

Then we’re at the literal Road’s End; the day use lot is empty, and there’s no line at the
permit station. I’m a little surprised by this—it’s peak season; I thought there might be
a crowd waiting for a popular Bubb’s Creek or Wood’s Creek permit. We do the final-
preparation types of things: stuff phones in pockets, don shoes and gaiters, eat
whatever we can will ourselves to eat, and swat our inaugural mosquitos.

The ranger shows up, and opens shop at 7:00 AM sharp. We discuss typical permit
things with him. He is the impressively mustachioed ranger that I’ve run into the last
two times I’ve hiked out of Road’s End. He remembers me, after I remind him of our
encounter on my Rae Lakes day hike last year.
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“You guys are going to go fast,” he comments, when we describe our route and itin-
erary. I don’t want to explain that we’re not sure we can; we’re not sure we’re any good
at this; we think we might die on Frozen Lake Pass.

I ask about conditions along the SHR, and he says that not many people have gone up
yet this year. This is disappointing; I'm still trying to convince myself that Frozen
Lake Pass isn’t currently a snow-choked vertical chute, completely impassable to the
two flatlanders1 in running shoes with tiny packs. He asks us to report back on condi-
tions when we return. I mentally edit his sentence: if we return.

We drive to the backpacker parking lot, and get VIP parking, right next to the bear
boxes. Smelly things go in those boxes, and then we’re off, climbing out of Road’s
End towards certain challenge and possible reward and maybe death and most defin-
itely a whole lot of chafing, oil slick or not.

We stroll up the gentle switchbacks, slowly rising above the valley floor. I point out
the Sphinx.

“From some angles2, it looks like a Sphinx,” I add, apologetically.

It’s a hot day, and searing rays of sunlight find us sooner than I’d hoped. It’s sublimely
still, and the heat is already stifling. Real or imagined, the threat of chafing is alive and
well in my psyche; I can feel the salty, abrasive, friction happening with each step.

We hop across the creek in Tent Meadow, and take our first break. The mosquitos
have been following us, and are particularly aggressive in the cool, wet shade by the
creek. We don our head nets, and drape our bug nets over us. We sit on the ground
under our little net tents, eating snacks.

“Will the mosquitos be this bad on all of our breaks?” Andy asks.

“No. Maybe. Probably not. You never really know.”
____________________
1 I'm from Wisconsin and Andy is from Texas; our people are not "mountain people".
2 At least, I’ve heard that it does. I’ve looked at it from many angles, and have yet to see it. I
can’t really get Magic Eye pictures to work for me either, so maybe it’s something like that.
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Up, up, up; our sweaty ascent continues. There are the views, at least. I point out the
Kaweahs, and Mount Brewer and the Guards.

When I’m not staring at the peaks slowly rising out of the horizon, I stare at the trail
in front of me. The monotony of trail hiking has me constantly searching for
something to look at, and think about. Lately, scrutinizing footprints is where I alloc-
ate those mental cycles. I look for clean prints that are going my direction—it means
someone is ahead. This trail is infrequently used, but I’ve seen two very clean prints in
several places. I think we’re following two hikers. Did they start last night? Or pick up
their permit yesterday, but start this morning? We’ll catch them, I am sure, because we
are quick, even if we are flatlanders.

Before I can test my hypothesis, we pass two hikers descending. They are women in
their 20s, and their names are Lois and Shirley3. We don’t stop to chat, but we prob-
ably should have--this being the only point in the trip at which we smelled decent
enough to respectfully engage in conversation. We pass one more solitary hiker mov-
ing the opposite direction before we overtake the two I surmised were ahead. We pass
them, and offer a greeting. They are day hiking. One sees my headnet:

“See, that’s what we need.”

We pause for water where a use trail gives us access to Copper Creek. While we’re
waiting for our Steripen to toast flagella, the two day hikers overtake us. They pause to
chat. They’re day hiking to the Lip4, and maybe Granite Basin—they did this hike last
year, and didn’t go into the basin. Based on what Lisa and Gertrude told them about
the mosquitos in Granite Basin, they might not descend into it this year. We tell them
what we’re doing, and like most people, they don’t really get where we’re going. When
our Steripen is finished, we say our goodbyes. We’ll see them again, but in an unex-
pected place.

____________________
3 They are almost certainly not named Lois and Shirley, but since I’ll refer to them again in
about five sentences, I want to give them names.
4 The Lip is basically the top of the ascent. We’ll leave the trail at the Lip, and continue
ascending towards Grouse Lake. The trail continues from the Lip, descending into Granite
Basin.
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The trail begins to level off, but my barometer tells me that we’re only at 10,100 feet,
and we’re not supposed to leave the trail until 10,250 feet. My hackles are raised; I
sense that something is off, but I stifle that emotion and continue, refusing to consult
the GPS. Each time we reach the north end of a switchback, I scrutinize the terrain
beyond the trail, looking for signs of the obvious use trail that must exist; the use trail
that will launch us on our grand adventure, off the trammeled trail of imprisonment
and into the liberating (and maybe fatal) open landscape. But there is no liberating use
trail, and soon, I’m at the USGS marker that I found last year—atop the Lip. My ba-
rometer isn’t calibrated, and we’re 200 feet higher than we’re supposed to be. It’s a
minor mistake, but I’m disappointed at being exactly 0/1 on Correct Navigational
Moves on the Sierra High Route.

Compass and maps in hand, we fix the mistake by contouring northeast, cross coun-
try. The cross country travel is easy, and I have a general idea where to go. The first
steps off trail are 90% liberation and 10% trepidation. Can we do this? Of course we
can. Will we? Will we fail? Will Frozen Lake Pass be an immense impassable wall of
loose scree and ice? Will my nether regions chafe down to the pelvic bone? So many
questions; so many maybes.

We hike through the gentle forest. It should be an enjoyable stroll, but—as I will dis-
cover along the next 20 miles—I’m too focused on the task at hand to really enjoy
myself. When on the move, I am constantly navigating; I'm thinking about the next
feature to look for, checking our altitude, checking the compass, checking the map. It’s
ironic: I thought that getting of the trail would be liberating, in a sense, the opposite is
true: On the trail, my mind is free; I move along a defined, one-dimensional ribbon of
dirt that demands no attention. Off trail, I am liberated to move in any direction, but
my mind is a prisoner to the task of finding the best direction.

At Grouse Lake, we take a lengthy break. The mosquitos are no less tenacious here, so
we pitch our netting, this time with rocks at the corners, and a trekking pole in the
middle. Our porous fortresses do their jobs, and after sighs of relief, we relax, chew-
ing tortillas and staring at our surroundings from the relative safety of our nets.
Grouse Lake is an oasis; a cool blue pool, clinging to the dramatic drop-off to the
South Fork Kings, hidden from so-many trail-bound hikers.
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In reference to the ascent to Grouse Lake Pass from Grouse Lake, Roper uses the
words: “remarkably easy progress”; it’s impossible not to make wheezy jokes about
this as we climb—although the terrain is simple, no ascent at this altitude is “remark-
ably easy” for our sea-level lungs. When we pause to catch our breath, we enjoy the
view behind us: Brewer and the Guards, and the Kaweahs, framed by the ridges that
surround Grouse Lake. A beautiful day, a heat wave, an adventure-in-progress.

From the top, we can see lots of things, but we can’t see our next destination: Goat
Crest Saddle. We work our way in the direction we know we must go, trying to des-
cend enough to get off the cliff-like things that we're stuck on without adding un-
needed undulations to our elevation profile. We end up taking maybe-the-best-route
or maybe-not-the-best-route; we’re too new at this to know. But a hodgepodge of de-
cisions ultimately gets us on a trajectory towards the top.

Goat Crest Saddle features a picturesque, snow-lined tarn, and the gentlest of breezes.
Both of those features make it a most certain place for another break. Our eyes are
drawn forward, in search of new scenery. Arrow, State and Dougherty Peaks dominate
the vista to the northeast, but other, more prominent friends are lurking there as well:
the Palisade Crest, and Mount Agassiz. In the foreground—a mile straight ahead and
800 feet below—Upper Glacier Lake stares back at us, beckoning. The lake will have
to wait for us—our butts find dirt, our mouths find food, and our nets find rocks and
trekking poles.

We’d repeat this process over the next twenty miles: Summit a pass, bathe in the
splendor—but just momentarily—before the burden of finding our next destination
begins to weigh on us. Pitch nets and hide in them, while looking at maps, eating tor-
tillas, and staring at our surroundings. Eventually, crawl from our havens, and start to-
wards our next destination. Our bug nets are impermeable to mosquitos, but are
equally effective at impeding our photography. Thus, we have few photos to show
from the trip, and for that I’m remorseful.

As we pick our way along the shore of Upper Glacier Lake, I glance towards the out-
let, and receive a picturesque slap-in-the-face: The north end of the lake drops off in
what appears to be one of nature’s finest infinity pools. Eyelashes of spruce frame the
otherwise unobstructed view of venerable peaks; an ensemble cast that sends the sig-
nal—with absolute clarity—that we’ve arrived in the Real SierraTM: The Three Sirens
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Intrepid adventureres, appearing together thanks to the aid of digital photo manipulation software

The tarn atop Goat Crest Saddle, with the Palisade Crest as the backdrop. Is the tarn really that
blue, you ask? It's my story, I get to pick the colors.
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Looking down towards Upper Glacier Lake from near Goat Crest Saddle.

Nature's finest infinity pool: A prominent cast looks back at us from across the gorge of the Middle
Fork Kings
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and Scylla sit perched on the western rim of the Enchanted Gorge; the eastern rim is
dominated by Charybdis. Over her shoulder sits Solomons, and just beyond it, the
summit of Huxley. Then there’s McDuffie and Wheel and Woodworth—old friends
from my standard Middle Fork Kings trips—followed by the unmistakable spires of
Devil’s Crags.

I mumble some of this to Andy in a far less poetic (or coherent) manner, and take a
photo. This view, certainly, is coming with me.

At Lower Glacier Lake, we’re faced with a choice: Roper describes three ways to ne-
gotiate the 400 foot drop-off leading down to Glacier Valley. One route veers far west
of the creek; this route is “by far the most interesting”, in Roper’s words. We don’t
feel we know Mr. Roper very well yet, and are concerned with what his definition of
“interesting” might consist of. Another route he proposes is creekside, but he warns
that it involves “thrashing through willows, and scrambling over huge blocks of
talus”. The third option is to the east of the creek, and he provides no description.

I outline the situation to Andy.

“Interesting sounds good.”

I concur. Bull by the horns, and all that.

The reward for our successful descent is, to our joy, more mosquitos. It's not unex-
pected; Glacier Valley is a meadow of unending, moist, soggy grass, and is a literal
mosquito Manhattan. We pause for water, but it’s almost certainly a futile move—we
lose more fluids to the Horde than we obtain from the meandering creek.

Then, right where we’re supposed to intersect the State Lakes trail, we intersect… the
State Lakes Trail. I’m beginning to think we’re getting the hang of this. My barometer
is even calibrated. Is this easy? Maybe this is just easy.
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A short ascent brings us to lower State Lake, another oft overlooked gem of this re-
gion. Overlooked by me, at least—I’ve passed within 1.5 miles of this lake twice, and
never detoured to visit it. Yet here it is—a deep blue oasis, nestled into a rosy granitic
backdrop, neatly tucked just out of reach along an otherwise dusty and uninsteresting
plateau. Untouched, unmolested, pristine and lonely.

We spend thirty minutes with our shy shimmering friend, taking advantage of the op-
portunity for an early afternoon swim. We discuss our next move: This lake was a po-
tential stopping point for the day, if things weren’t going as well as we planned. But
things are going as well as we planned, and we’re refreshed after swimming, and the
lake is beautiful—but so is everything else we’ve seen—and we want to see more.

We continue towards Horseshoe Lakes, repeatedly losing and finding a trail that is
supposed to guide us. The walking is easy, but the terrain unremarkable—I comment
to Andy that I wouldn’t able to tell the difference between this trail, and the unre-
markable trail that parallels us a few miles to the west. Both wander through light
forest, along sandy soil, showing nothing memorable, other than glimpses of the tan-
talizing scenery that lies a few miles to both north and south.

The first Horseshoe Lake is some kind of bizzaro copy of Lower State Lake—I liter-
ally can’t tell the difference. In homage to Allen Currano’s hallucinations on the JMT
last year, I consider wandering down to the shoreline to look for our footprints in the
mud5.

As we ascend toward Windy Ridge and the Gray Passes, we find ourselves hiking
along an annoyingly slanted wooded hillside. We meander up and down the hillside in
search of flatter terrain and greener grass, but these maneuvers are largely ineffective,
and do little aside from bolstering our daily elevation gain.

____________________
5 Poor Allen was doing something heroic; he was bal knee deep in a record-setting speed
attempt on the JMT. But after 64 hours of hiking, 172 miles, and 3 hours of rest, Allen
couldn't fight off the demons any longer: he'd decided that caffeine was toxic, and decided
that water was too. Lost, Allen arrived at the shore of a lake, and was horrified to see
footprints by the shore that he was sure were his. Either he was wandering in circles, or he was
having some hallucinations that 1980s Eric Clapton would respect. Regardless of whether or
not he was right about the creator of the footprints, these kind of stories make me realize that
my endeavors really are quite tame.
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Along the ridge that leads to Gray Pass South, I spot footprints, in the few places
where there is dusty soil to record them. It is not the first time today I’ve seen foot-
prints in remote, seemingly odd places, but I realize that these are along the “bottle-
necks” of the Sierra High Route—the places where the options are few, and all hikers
channel through the same path. I am surprised by the clarity of some of the
prints—someone is not far ahead.

Debris accumulates in my shoes, and it slowly triggers a message in my brain that
something is probably wrong. I examine my shoes and notice a 3” hole along the seam
between shoe fabric and sole. This route is literally tearing my shoes apart. I decide to
do nothing about it, for the time being, but in the back of my mind, I’m already pic-
turing myself taking my first timid steps down the descent from Frozen Lake Pass,
when my shoe explodes in a concussive blast of orange fabric and green insole,
launching me headlong down the jagged precipice that must be Frozen Lake Pass’s
north side. “He should’ve fixed his shoe,” they’ll say on High Sierra Topix, “Never
don’t fix your shoe.”

We’ve been navigating a little too well since our initial error, and we’re overdue for a
slip up. This one is the direct cause of carelessness—upon reaching the pond at
11,050 ft, I glance at Roper’s description, and at the maps: “From this beautiful pond,
located at 10,800, follow a wooded ledge eastward...” Without pause, we head east, but
we’re not at the beautiful pond at 10,800 ft, we’re at the beautiful pond at 11,050 ft.
We realize our error when we reach the drop-off to the South Fork Cartridge Creek.
Rectifying the error is simple: “Okay, we just need to descend to that saddle, then
continue to the bottom from there.” But the error nags at me, and distracts me as we
descend. While I torture myself with my foible, we ironically make another, this time
descending too far downstream before crossing. The second error is both the con-
sequence of my reaction to the first, and due to my reliance on my GPS, which I
pulled out after the first error, to ensure a second didn’t occur. The GPS was off by
500 feet or so, and it corrects itself abruptly, at about the same time that Andy notes
that “it seems like we’re descending lower than 10,300 feet.”

We’re not to the bottom yet of the valley yet, so we do our best to contour south.
Along the way, we startle a black bear, which scampers off into the brush. The con-
touring involves some unpleasant travel; some hands-and-feet moves with minimal
exposure, some minor bushwhacking. Ultimately, it’s the fact that these moves are
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The view from near Gray Pass S: Windy Point is to the right; the gorge to the left that is obscured by
the tree is the gorge carved by Goddard Creek. Devil's Crags are the prominent knife-like ridge in
the center.

completely unnecessary that is the truly unpleasant part.

We set up camp near three lakes at 10,300 feet; placid interruptions along the tumult-
ous descent of the South Fork Cartridge Creek. We have rectified our navigational
deviations, and are back on Roper’s vague route, which is surprisingly comforting.
Three lakes, two guys, one bear, and eleventy billion mosquitos; our home for the
night.

We pitch bug nets and relax, waiting for the Horde to succumb to post-sunset leth-
argy, before we begin doing the typical camp stuff: pitching tarps and blowing up air
mattresses and stowing our bear can in the shrubbery.

We wait.
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I take off my watch, and put it outside my net, to watch the temperature drop. 50 de-
grees, 48 degrees, 47 degrees. I lay down with my head on my food bag, and close my
eyes, opening them periodically to check progress. 47 degrees, 47 degrees. The Horde
is still as menacing as ever. After an hour or so, we decide to relent, and pitch our
tarps and go to bed, Horde be damned.

As I lay on my mattress, I realize something that I’d shut out of my mind for the last
few hours: I feel pretty shitty. Not in the general sense of “Hey, I’m backpacking in
the mountains and it’s hard and there’s no air up here and I just hiked thirty miles and
all I’m eating are Pringles shitty”, more of a real, deeper shitty. It hurts when I
breathe. A lot. Whenever my lungs fill halfway, there’s a deep ache in the middle of
my chest. As I lay on my mattress, I realize it is far worse when I lay down, and after a
few minutes, it’s pretty obvious I’m not going to sleep. What is it? What could be wrong?
This is all new. Is this what Diamox6 does? It shrouds the symptoms of AMS, but turns your al-
veoli into powder, and then you die, but not of AMS?

I realize that we’re in an awfully bad spot for something to go wrong. There’s no easy
way out—I iterate through the half-dozen options, and there are only two that are vi-
able—either go back the way we came, this time sticking to the trail once we intersect
it near Horseshoes Lakes. Or go forward—White Pass at 11,700 ft, then Red Pass at
11,570 ft, then Frozen Lake Pass, at 12,345 ft, then Pinchot Pass at 12,100 ft. My
lungs cry when I think about this.

Inhale. Ouch—Fuck. Exhale.

Inhale. Ouch—Fuck. Exhale.

I consider wandering over to Andy’s tarp to talk to him. I’m not quite sure what I’ll
say:

“Hey, so I’m thinking I might die in the night. If that happens, don’t panic. You know the way out,
don’t you? Here’s the SPOT button that you push if you think you’re dying, too.”
____________________
6 I’m taking Diamox on this trip. Diamox is a drug that accelerates altitude acclimatization, and
minimizes the symptoms of mild cases of Acute Mountain Sickness (AMS). I’ve enjoye
suffered pretty terribly from AMS when I’ve ascended from sea level to sleeping above 10,000
feet in one day, just like I’m doing on this trip. To summarize: Instead of being responsible and
ascending slowly, I’m taking drugs.
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In reality, it would be something far more burdensome:

“So, I’m having some pretty bad chest pain, and I’m pretty sure it might be serious, and I don’t know
if I’ll be able to get out of here tomorrow. Anyway, I’m going to go lay down. But enjoy this big pile
of shit to think about and feel responsible for. I’m glad you came along! Nighty-night.”

I decide to look inward, first; to play the psychological ace card that I haven’t played
yet. It’s an easy trick that I play—I just tell myself: “This is a low moment.” And this
works magic, because it somehow reminds me that these are moments, and there’s al-
ways low moments, but they’re always just moments, and the pain might not get any
better, but at least my outlook towards the pain probably will, and really, that’s all that
matters.

I play my ace card, and it works, and I relax.

I lay back, and put my arms over my head, arching my back. I notice that this makes
the ache tolerable. If I take a deep breath, and hold it for a few seconds, it hurts while
I do it, but it makes subsequent breaths easier. I do this for a while, and eventually
drift into and out of sleep. During the night, I make the mistake of rolling onto my
side a few times, but am sharply reminded by a literal jab in the ribs that that is not
how I’ll be sleeping tonight.

_______________________
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In the gray light of dawn, we sluggishly prepare for another day. This day will be
harder, I’m afraid, because my lungs were broken last night, and are probably still
broken today.

As I go about the simple chores involved in packing up my few belongings, I grimly
realize that my lungs most certainly are broken. I’m out of breath after simple tasks. I
stare off into the rocky hillside above us, and think of the sawblade elevation profile
of the remainder of our hike. How I will do this?

I take four Ibuprofen, and one 250mg Diamox. Maybe some kind of drug cocktail
can fix this.

The moment of burden has arrived, and I explain to Andy that I may or may not have
a bad problem. He suggests we move towards White Pass, and I agree—there isn’t a
better alternative. Besides, it might get better once I start moving. Or maybe a lot
worse. Who’s to say?

Once we’re moving, my fears are realized: I will be going very slowly today. Still, I ap-
pear capable of forward and upward progress, and that’s good.

Like molasses, I pick my way up the drainage, ascending towards my first milestone; a
pond at 10,500. I pause when necessary to breathe; this is every five paces or so.

After a hundred feet of climbing, Andy realizes that he left his gloves where we
camped. I continue upwards while he descends, knowing he’ll catch up quickly with
me in my decrepit state. At an opportune ledge, I sit, and look at the scene behind me.
Although our gorge is firmly ensconced in shadow, the morning sun is beginning to
illuminate surrounding peaks with a seemingly benign warm glow, but one that surely
foreshadows the heat of another bluebird, summer day in the Sierra.

The route towards White Pass is not completely obvious. We pause, staring at systems
of grassy ledges, greedily trying to find a route that will be easy on both lungs and
legs. Sometimes easy routes appear, but sometimes they don’t.
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If I do asphyxiate, at least it'll be amongst nice scenery. We camped at these lakes, along the South
Fork Cartridge Creek.

Looking back towards the gorge of the South Fork Cartridge Creek.
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____________________
7 R. J. Secor is the author of a book titled The High Sierra: Peaks, Passes and Trails. It is widely
recognized as the bible of off-trail travel in the Sierra Nevada. If you want to explore
somewhere off-trail, look it up in Secor's book: He'll not only tell you it's possible, he'll tell you
it's trivial8.
8 Hint: It's not trivial.
9 Reputable historical literature

Atop White Pass, the direction to go is obvious, but the best way to get there is not.
Roper and Secor7 both suggest ascending towards Marion Peak before contouring
east. In a rare moment of navigational aptitude, I have us positioned on the pass well-
poised to do just that. However, as we begin to contour, we get another case of green-
grass-itis, and vacillate up and down the ridge as we progress, in constant search of
easier terrain.

From Red Pass, one can see with clarity the next four to six hours of their life; the
descent to Marion Lake is straight ahead, and beyond that, a right turn and the ascent
into Lake Basin. Four miles beyond that, Frozen Lake Pass—the crux of this whole
thing—is visible on the horizon; the lowest notch on a seemingly unclimbable wall.

In reaction to this obvious visual affront, my lungs and brain conspire to protest, but
they have no retort for my optimism: “I’m going to climb that pass and it’s going to
be the best, the very best. I’m going to fly up it, and everybody is going to know that
I’m a guy who can negotiate passes. I’m going to negotiate my way to the top of that
one, and everyone is going to see me up there, and say “There’s a guy who is a win-
ner”, and it’s going to be huuuuge, and I’m going to make this hike great again.”
Sometimes, it’s helpful to ignore facts and reality and truth. Sometimes, it helps to be
stubborn and arrogant and ignorant and maybe a little sociopathic. Today, looking at
Frozen Lake Pass, it is one of those times.

There’s a steep chute that’s used to access Marion Lake from Red Pass, and all reports
that I’ve read indicate that safe descent can be a challenge. Rumor9 has it that in 1935,
the Sierra Club expedition led a hundred hikers and tens of pack animals down the
chute. I reason that if donkeys can go down it, I can go down it; if I can go down it,
Andy can go down it, so we should be okay. Of course, I’m also unsure whether or
not it will be snow-choked, and don't know anything about whether or not the don-
keys had ice axes and crampons.
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The view from the top of Red Pass, towards Marion Lake, Lake Basin, and Frozen Lake Pass

Looking back up at Red Pass from the descent towards Marion Lake
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We are pleased to discover that the chute is a remarkably easy descent with a well-
defined switchbacking use trail; it poses no real challenges or inconveniences, aside
from providing my now-porous shoes an opportunity to hoard gravel. A minor bush-
whack around the lakeshore along the same use trail completes the challenge.

Here, I see them again—the footprints. They are quite clear; we are getting closer.

There is a plaque on a pyramidal boulder near the outlet of Marion Lake that pays
homage to Helen Marion Gompertz LeConte; she is the namesake for Marion Lake,
the lake name and plaque bestowed by her husband Joseph Nisbet LeConte after
Helen’s passing in 1924.

“They were notable early Sierra explorers,” I say, wishing I knew a little more Sierra
history, “Presumably spending time in this very region.”

“She didn’t like… die here, did she?” Andy asks.

“No,” I say. But what I mean is: “No, I don’t think so. That would be weird. Do you
think so? People just sort of died a lot back then, So maybe. Creepy.”

And then I think of Spooky Meadow, near Carson Peak, in the Ansel Adams wilder-
ness. It really does feel spooky there, like an old Civil War battlefield or something.

I peer into the lake, only somewhat halfway partially expecting to see What Lies Be-
neath.

The old John Muir Trail is here—or at least, it’s supposed to be. Prior to the con-
struction of the “Golden Staircase” and Mather Pass in 1937, the JMT continued
south along the Middle Fork Kings—past the present-day left-turn up Palisade
Creek—and ascended Cartridge Creek to Marion Lake, where we’re now standing.
We’ll join the old JMT here, then follow it through Lake Basin, leaving it when it turns
south towards Cartridge Pass and the South Fork Kings. But we can’t find the old
John Muir Trail here, and that’s a surprise to me. The John Muir Trail of today is built
like an interstate through the wilderness, unmissable; unmistakable in presence. I think
it might even have offramps. In contrast, this section of the JMT hasn’t been main-
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The top of the chute leading down towards Marion Lake.

Memorial or headstone? Andy has me thinking.
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Marion Lake. 5 out of 5, would return

tained in 80 years, and it might’ve been built before trail builders got so gung-ho about
erosion control and grading for stock travel. But still—where is it? Others said it
would be here. Roper said it would be here.

We don’t spend much time looking for it, and walk the direction we know we must go.
Still, we’re distracted by the knowledge that it’s nearby. We solve puzzles for a living;
we don’t like unsolved puzzles hovering around us. We find traces of the trail here and
there, but they always fade into oblivion, or disappear into the trunk of a towering
tree. I want to find it, because we have to climb some cliff-looking things, and cliff-
looking things are exactly the kinds of places where trails can make things very easy.

But we’re at the cliffs, and we’re still trail-less, so we ascend without it. It’s only a hun-
dred-odd foot climb, but it’s a lung-piercing grade with a few hands-and-feet moves.
We level off above it, and begin the easy walking across Lake Basin.
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I’ve heard a lot about Lake Basin—about its beauty, and remoteness; its embodiment
of the High Sierra spirit. But it’s not turning my knobs: It’s a scenic basin, to be
sure—dotted with lakes (somewhere, we don’t see them yet), and ringed by 12,000
peaks—but there is no pop to the color and no constrast-y pizazz to draw my atten-
tion; the rock is dark gray and the grass a light green, and it’s fine and nice, but the
competition is stiff: How can I compare it to the magic of Evolution Basin, or the
earth-fired reds of Pinchot Pass, or the rosy stripes of Painted Lady, reflecting in sun-
dappled Rae Lakes? Or even that deepest of aqua-blues that we stared into in the
depths of Marion Lake, not an hour ago, framed in tufts of greenery and a rainbow
of earth-toned rocks?

“I’d like to poop here,” I tell Andy, summarizing both my sentiments of Lake Basin
and, perhaps more importantly, the current state of my digestive tract.

Competent navigation through Lake Basin eventually leads us upwards to Lake
11,682, which offers an obvious opportunity to pause. From its shores, we're given
our first up-close look at Frozen Lake Pass, and from this vantage, it appears emin-
ently passable, and eminently tedious. We’ve caught up to the footprints; they take the
corporeal form of two gentlemen, also heading up the pass, also pausing for lunch at
this most obvious rest place in both time and space. They are on the northeast side of
the lake and we on the southwest; we shout lines of questioning back and forth for
ten minutes before retreating into silence while we eat our respective lunches. We de-
cide that they’re on the preferred side of the lake for starting an ascent, so we contour
around the lake. We pause as we pass them, taking advantage of the opportunity for
conversation at a reasonable volume.

They’re each 65 years old; one from Portland, and one from Los Angeles. They’re de-
batably doing this the right way: taking as much time as it takes, and enjoying the
scenery as they go. They’re on day six, and are quite surprised to hear that we are on
day two; we justify our speed with mention of families and toddlers and pregnant
wives and jobs. But even they’re going a little slower than they expected, and they’re
thinking of exiting in Bishop rather than Mammoth, then driving up to Mammoth,
and spending a few days there eating cheeseburgers and drinking beer. There may be a
few decades difference in age between us, but I get the feeling that the four of us
would get along just fine.
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They goad us forward, and say they expect us to be atop within the hour. We deflect
with excuses about sea-level lungs and topographically-disadvantaged geneologies.

“I joined an altitude club to train for this,” the one from Portland says.

And I’m glad that he said it—very glad—because we’ll be back on a trail soon, and my
brain will be idle and I’ll need to think deeply about something, and what is an altitude
club?

Eventually, we drag ourselves away from the welcome distraction of conversation, and
face what will be the essence of our existence for at least the next hour. We stare up-
wards at the jagged, imposing pile of rock we need to conquer, and formulate a
strategy. With no obvious means of procrastinating left, we reluctantly start upwards.

As we ascend, we adjust our initial strategy, based on how the jagged, imposing pile of
rocks looks from our current vantage. Midway along the ascent, we make a big change
in strategy—the jagged, imposing pile of rock appears quite different from here than
it did from the bottom. Eventually we revert to our original strategy, which is good;
the alternate strategy would have taken us to the top of the ridge, well above the pass.

Our progress along the talus is slow and tedious, my lungs clamping our maximum
speed at around 1 mph. Regardless of ailment, there simply isn’t much oxygen up here
for our sea-level lungs to make use of.

The tedium continues, but rock-by-rock, we ascend. Andy stows his poles to free his
hands. There are many hands-and-feet moves, but no exposure. It is simple, it is safe,
it is straightforward, but it is tedius. One more rock. One more rock. One more rock.

I think of Robert P, who climbed this pass twice in one day, trying to coax an incap-
able companion over it. But both of his ascents were in vain; after his second ascent,
he returned to Lake Basin, to mollycoddle the companion over Cartridge Pass instead,
and back to a trail, where Robert could leave the companion, Robert's conscience sat-
isfied that he wouldn’t be the last to see him alive10.
____________________
10 The companion still ultimately needed to be evacuated via helicopter out of the backcoun-
try. In LeConte’s day, the companion would have a bullet between his ears and a creek named
after him.
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But we have no incapable companions; we zig and then zag, and then zig one more
time, and we’re nearly there. My barometer provides frequent updates: 200 feet left,
then 100 feet, then 50 feet, and then one last push, and hurrah!

The celebration is short-lived. This was The Crux, but The Crux was not in ascending
the southern face; it is in descending the north face.

I peer over the north face, immediately disheartened: The scree on the initial descent
gives way to a steep, massive snowfield—a steep, massive snowfield that hasn’t melted
yet. A steep, massive snowfield that we have no arresting gear for.

I squint and look closer, unwilling to acknowledge that particular version of reality; in
doing so I realize that there is a viable route: The scree gives way to talus; the talus can
be used to circumnavigate the steeper parts of the snowfield. The shallower parts of
the snowfield can be avoided or glissaded11—fielder’s choice.

Andy arrives, and I tell him that we’re fine, and we’ve done it and we’ve won; we need
to descend without our shoes exploding, but after that it’s the JMT and it’s an easy-
walking victory lap back to the car and cheeseburgers and pulmonary specialists.

We relax on top, the conspicuous absence of mosquitos adding to our happy lethargy.
This is the first time in 30 miles that we’ve been able to rest without pitching bug nets,
and we feel no need to rush back into the onslaught.

Eventually, gravity tugs at us, and we begin the descent. We are expecting a particularly
challenging descent—Roper calls it “… certainly the most difficult section of the
High Route …”. Ghosts on the internet have whispered of its difficulty. Dozens have
perished on the north face of Frozen Lake Pass; many on pristine, blue-bird summer
days, just like this one12. Since we’re not particularly accomplished off-trail scramblers,
we’re not quite sure what to expect.

We make a plan; I’ll go first, and Andy will wait for quite a while, to put some distance
between us. He’ll pay attention to whether or not I’m in his fall line, and if I am, he’ll____________________
11 glissade |gli'-säd|, verb: to slide down a mountain on your ass
12 Citation needed
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The view from Frozen Lake Pass, back towards Lake Basin. The two prominent peaks are State
Peak (left) and Marion Peak (right).

pause until I’m clear. If he instigates a rockslide, he’ll let me know, so that I’ll have a
few seconds to panic.

After about 100 feet of descent, I pause, to wait for Andy.

“Andy!” I shout, “This is nothing!”

And it is nothing. It’s steep scree, and you slide a little bit, but if you use your poles,
and use handholds where possible, it’s nothing. It’s a big nothing. It’s like the chute
leading down to Marion Lake—a big nothing. A few of the internet ghosts whispered
this, but it’s hard to know which internet ghosts to listen to.

Then we’re on the talus, and it’s tedious; tedious enough that I shortcut over to the
snowfield for a glissade or two. The glissades are tremendous! But the surface of the
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The Crux: Looking down the north side of Frozen Lake Pass
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Looking south from the initial descent on Frozen Lake Pass.
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The namesake frozen lake

snow has undulating sun cups, and some of them are icy, and some have rocks that
are nearly poking through. The glissading is fast and fun, but then you hit those
spots—it’s like a ride at the waterpark; a ride that is mostly a lot of fun, but every so
often, an invisible fist punches you in the anus.

We pass the frozen lake that is the namesake for the pass, and begin diagonaling13

downwards towards a circular lake at 11,500. The descent is another exercise in talus
tedium, but there’s one more snowfield to take advantage of: More glissading, more
smiling, more speed, and one more anus punch. This snowfield is steeper, and if one
were to lose control, the runout onto jagged pointy talus would certainly stop you, but
in a decidedly uncomfortable manner. I show Andy how to use use his poles to slow
his glissade, and we glissade to expert stops at the edge of the talus.

A few more hops on talus, and then it’s done. All of the hard part and uncertain part
and challenging part is done. Now it’s just easy-peasy cross-country across Upper
____________________
13 A word that I'm pretty sure Steve Roper made up
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Basin, then trails for a while, but trails are pretty much like roads, and we’re not even
sure we have to do anything—do you walk on trails, or do your bodies just sort of go?
We can’t remember.

We take a break at a tarn just southeast from the pond at 11,500. The mosquitos aren’t
so bad here. We get water, and have a relaxing snack, and ponder our afternoon.

We’ve just left the Sierra High Route, which continues north over Mather Pass. We’ll
do the easy-peasy cross-country across Upper Basin, and intersect the John Muir Trail
within the next couple miles, then follow it down to the South Fork Kings crossing.
After that, it’s up Pinchot Pass, then either down down down to the car, or down
down—then a left turn to cross Woods Creek—then up up Glen Pass, and down
down down to the car.

The second option sounds attractive to my legs, which are still fresh. My feet are a
little less fresh, having been exposed to a new kind of prolonged abuse for the last 25
miles. But walking on a trail is walking on a trail, and I’m sure I can coax my feet into
another 45 miles. My lungs still ache, but my worry is gone—the ache hasn’t gotten
any worse, and now I’m on the JMT, where there’s no shortage of help; the JMT has a
population density similar to Seattle.

We leave our oasis at 2:30 PM, diagonaling14 cross-country; easy walking across the
barren plateau of Upper Basin. The easy walking causes me to revert to Trail ModeTM,
whereby my legs and arms move autonomously; my brain is unneeded, and my
thoughts are free to wander15. Andy follows close behind, never trailing by much.

At the South Fork Kings crossing, we pause briefly. We’ve seen a dozen hikers in the
last half mile, and we’ve seen two dozen setting up camp. It’s nearly 5:00 PM, so we
still have about four hours of usable daylight. It’s 4.7 miles to Pinchot Pass, then 7.5
miles from there to Woods Creek crossing. As we hiked, I reasoned that we needed to
get to Woods Creek crossing today if we wanted to exit over Glen Pass. If we didn’t
get to Woods Creek crossing today, it meant too long of a day tomorrow—a 30 mile

____________________
14 See, now you're starting to think it's a real word, too
15 Altitude club: Is the whole gym at low pressure? Maybe they just give you a bottle of air that
has more nitrogen than regular air? Maybe it's a euphemism for a bunch of retirees who get
together and smoke medicinal marijuana...
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day, then the long drive. It’s one thing to ascend remote, rocky passes in marginal
footwear with questionable lungs, it’s an entirely different thing to drive through CA
in the dark after three long days in the High Sierra with marginal sleep. That is to say,
the latter is risky.

As we hike upwards towards Pinchot Pass, I force myself to move slowly. I maintain a
speed that allows me to breathe deeply. Andy is right behind me. I wonder if he won-
ders why we’re going so slow. But it feels better on my lungs, and he never complains.

Along the shores of Lake Marjorie, we take another break. We snack, and relax, and
chat. Soon, a trio of hikers clamber down to the lake, and approach us. Three guys in
their twenties or thirties; their water filter broke, and they would like to borrow one. I
offer chemicals, but explain that our Steripen won’t work for their containers. Our
conversation meanders to what we’re doing, and what they’re doing. Surprisingly, they
started out of the Copper Creek trailhead, too. They started a day earlier than us, and
did the same loop I’ve done a few times now—the Middle Fork Kings Loop: over
Granite Pass, down to the Middle Fork Kings, up to Palisade Creek, then Mather Pass,
then Pinchot Pass. We talk a bit about the Sierra High Route, and they know what that
is—they have a friend who is going to try to fastpack it—maybe even try for a fastest-
known-time.

The slanted rays of evening greet us atop Pinchot Pass. Dusk has enveloped the
southern side of the pass, cloaking it in the continuous, shadowy blanket of an early
bedtime. Woods Creek crossing is 7.5 miles from here; even if we hike fast, we'll be
arriving under headlamp. I have no qualms about this, but Andy is less enthusiast-
ic—his feet are blistered and tender.

We begin our descent, but after a few miles, Andy’s feet have made up their
mind—they’re ready to stop16. Near a picturesque tarn at 11,000 feet, we pitch bug
nets, and relax. I’m excited to stop—I usually don’t stop until I’m utterly exhausted
and physically compromised. It’s rooted in insecurity, I think, but there it is: “Rule
#54, Don't stop moving until tears, blood or vomit.” But stopping here, now—this is
smart. This is almost fun.

____________________
16 I knew he should’ve cut the tags out of his underwear
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Sunset, looking south from Pinchot Pass. I remember the days when I liked to be cozied up in camp
by 5:30pm. Do you know happens when you're cozied up in camp at 5:30pm? You miss magic like
this.

There are mosquitos here, but these mosquitos are a better behaved variety than those
we encountered in the Middle Fork Kings drainage; these retreat obediently with ar-
rival the of cool, inky night.

We didn’t make it to Woods Creek Crossing, so tomorrow will be easy; just down
down down along Woods Creek, back to Road’s End, and the car, and home. But
we’re adventurers now; liberated from the trail, free to roam the High Sierra. We can
do it, and the things that Roper says are difficult things; they aren’t all that difficult.

I lay on my back with my back arched and my arms over my head, and wait for sleep
to come.
_________________________
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We sleep in. Or, I sleep in. Andy didn’t sleep that well. Breakfast is a Payday while
huddled under my quilt, then we’re on our way.

Descending, forever.

We pause to admire Castle Domes. Goodbye, High Sierra.

As we pass through Lower Paradise Valley, I see footprints that give me
pause—they’re the same footprints I saw on the Copper Creek trail, as we climbed out
of Road’s End, two days ago.

I accelerate. Could it be? It can’t be. Popular shoes, that’s what it is. But it isn’t popular
shoes. I overcome the two, and they’re the same two we passed, so many thoughts and
miles and steps and breaths ago. I pause to chat. They don’t recognize me at first;
we’re in their distant social past. But that’s not true for us: You’re the people we saw, like,
thirty people ago. You’re the people we talked to… five people ago.

They’ve been up to day hikes and boating and beer drinking and pizza. We explain
again what we’ve been up to. I tell them that they had more fun than we did, but our
beer will taste better tonight. It’s true. Is good tasting beer everything? It’s a lot.

A refreshing swim in the South Fork Kings at the Bailey Bridge, and a two-mile sandy
walk, and a long drive home and then gyros—lots of gyros—and then it’s life again;
it’s the same old life it was before except now we’ve done a thing, and it was a hard
thing, and it was a thing we weren’t sure we could do, but it was a thing and we did it
and nobody can ever take that away.

___________
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Two days later, I’m already yearning to go back. We were distracted by navigation and
route finding and mosquitos and doubt. We saw it all, and it was spectacular, but I
want to see it again, already. When can I go? I know I can go in late August. Can I go
before then?

That afternoon, Andy comes into my office and says magic words to me:

“This Sierra High Route thing… We started it; seems like the kind of thing we ought
to finish.”

Yes. A million times, yes.

____________




